


OLED
Series O



OLED DOLBY VISION & ATMOS
4K ULTRA HD SMART TV 120Hz TV Sizes (inch)

85”

75”

65”



True darkness brings the light
OLED pixels light up independently, with no backlight to dull their glow. Now, dark areas 

can be perfectly black with no light bleed or halo effect. Imagine a crisp picture with 
unmatched depth.



What makes OLED unlike anything else?
For a viewing experience that takes realism to the extreme, without the restrictions of 

backlight technology, the answer is self-lit pixels. OLED TV is a picture of innovation, from 
every angle.



OLED leaves others in the shade
OLED creates an immersive image through millions of pixels that turn on and off to 
achieve perfect black and infinite contrast. LED/LCD TVs use backlights, which can limit 
contrast and black levels. Go beyond the backlight, and discover stunning pictures.



Mini LED
Series X



Mini LED DOLBY VISION & ATMOS
4K ULTRA HD SMART TV 144Hz

TV Sizes (inch)

77”

65”

55”



Mini LED – Precision Backlight Technology
Outstanding Mini LED Full Array backpanel technology delivers striking levels of 

brightness. Precision Mini LEDs create hundreds of local dimming zones to deliver 
incredible contrast, and enhance picture quality across-the-board. Enjoy brighter whites, 

darker blacks, and richer colours.



144Hz Refresh Rate
A gamers dream, High Refresh Rate matches TV panel response with game frame rates. 
Able to handle the most intense game sequences, the 144Hz keeps your visuals smooth 
and clear. Avoid screen tearing and experience smooth, engaging gameplay just as the 

developers intended.



QLED
Series Q



QLED DOLBY VISION & ATMOS
4K ULTRA HD SMART TV TV Sizes (inch)

85”

75”

70”

65”

55”









Full-Array Direct Lit Local Dimming
Divide the picture into independent partitions, which can present magnificent 

real picture quality, rich and pure colors.



Ultra-high peak brightness, reproducing the majestic natural light and 
shadow of mountains

The dynamic range of the picture has been raised to a whole new level. The rich 
light and shadow levels in nature can also easily present a delicate look and feel 

close to what the human eye sees, and every frame of the picture is extraordinary



Dolby Vision empowers visual creatives to add greater depth, incredible contrast, and 
more colors than you dreamed possible to the movies, TV shows, and games you love.

It unlocks the full potential of HDR technology by dynamically optimizing the image 
quality based on your service, device, and platform to deliver mesmerizing visuals every 
time.



From music and movies to podcasters and game developers, Dolby 
Atmos allows creatives everywhere to place each sound exactly where 
they want it to go, creating a more realistic and immersive audio 
experience.



4K Ultra HD
Series 9



4K ULTRA HD WebOS Hub TV
TV Sizes (inch)

85”

75”

70”

65”

55”



4K Ultra HD WebOS Hub TV
TV Sizes (inch)

65”

55”

50”

43”



Full HD WebOS Hub TV
TV Sizes (inch)

43”

42”

40”



HD WebOS Hub TV
TV Sizes (inch)

32”

24”
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